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Dwarf rabbit Haru’s odd behavior causes gray wolf Legoshi to flee. He then learns that the
Drama Club recruits new students with inner demons. What does their club president, red deer
Louis, wrestle with…? Before Legoshi can figure it out, Louis pressures him to face not only his
own weaknesses but also his strengths. Legoshi’s character is truly put to the test when his
onstage fight choreography with Bengal tiger Bill turns all too real. Has someone broken the
school rules? And could the battle between Legoshi and Bill involve…rabbits?
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James Fleet, “A dark story with awesome characterization.. I love the detail put into the
characters in this story. Louis and legoshi make for a fantastic pair to play off eachother making
for an exciting and relatable read!”

skullie92, “A great story with a mature tone with it. Came right on time well package. The volume
was great had an unexpected thing happened early in the chapters but got balance by the tone
throughout the story will continue reading this. And I do recommend it to anyone wishing to read
this also it has a very mature tone in the volume just a heads up.”

ChiptuneBrony, “Still the best!. Boy, isn’t Haru a cutie? I want to find out more when I’m done with
Volume 3! I really want to touch the fluff on her tail. It’s like cotton candy! Well, never mind that.
The 4-Koma Theater still cracks me up. Also, I wish I could draw her when I get the chance. This
manga warms my very soul as a furry fan! Thank you, Paru Itagaki!”

William, “Very good second volume but.... Someone put tape on the back cover, fortunately after
I removed the tape it didn't damaged the book, but the book still had the remaining glue on it, it
was after a pair of cleaning sessions with a cloth and some alcohol that I managed to remove
the glue.”

Matt, “Another awesome volume.. Another great volume of Beastars. Shows how the characters
get along with each other well, even carnivore to carnivore, some characters just don't get along.”

Devane, “Can’t wait to read more. The story is getting good, the bunny in the shed scene caught
me off guard, and the fight between wolf  and tiger was shocking but cool”

Felix Harrison, “Pretty Much New!. Bought used from Amazon. This came in such good
condition, especially for used! nothing was wrong with it except one tiny, and I'm talking
microscopic mark! story is definitely a 7/10!”

Sherlock Hound, “Fantastic Beasts. The character designs and overall aesthetic of the Beastars
universe is fantastic. I'm really looking forward to the next book release and next month's Netflix
adaptation!”

MRSB12, “Son is loving the series. Son has been buying several of the series had has been
enjoying reading them. Good to see that he's not just gaming while on lockdown .”

Daniel, “A great new series. I loved volume 2. While volume 1 was intriguing, the second book
has a central focus and explores the main characters in more detail. The artwork feels more



detailed and polished than volume 1, especially towards the back half of the book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. My son looked this book and intends to buy the rest of the
series. Delivery was very fast*****”

Rhys, “Good so far. Love the quality too. Good series so far excited for more. The book covers
are really smooth and the page quality is great.”

The book by Paru Itagaki has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 2,103 people have provided feedback.
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